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The Case for Impeachment
2017-04-18

professor allan j lichtman who has correctly forecasted thirty
years of presidential elections makes the case for
impeaching the 45th president of the united states donald j
trump

The Case for Impeachment
2007-04-01

the war in iraq no bid contracts awarded to halliburton
hurricane katrina the cia leak investigation the story gets
worse and worse the evidence is glaring george w bush s
record as a president is abysmal and it s time to impeach
him the case for impeachment lays out the reasons why in a
straightforward letter of the law manner mixing the cold hard
facts with the lies and deceptions of this administration the
case for impeachment is a serious consideration of bush s
high crimes and misdemeanors while in office this important
and timely book will serve as a rallying cry for all those fed
up with george w bush s abuses of power it s time for the
american people and congress to act with so much at stake
we have a president whose administration stands out in its
criminality and disdain for the rule of law the case for
impeachment explains the legal history and grounds for
impeaching george w bush and brings forth more than a half
dozen articles of impeachment the likes of lying and inducing
congress and the american people into an unjust war
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allowing his friends and business cronies to profiteer off the
war in iraq authorizing torture and rendition of prisoners of
war and suspected terrorists a complete violation of the
geneva conventions a treaty the u s has signed and is
therefore part of our law stripping american citizens of their
constitutional rights holding people with no charge
wiretapping them illegally offering them no trial and never
allowing them to face their accusers failing in almost every
way possible to defend the homeland and our borders hard
hitting and persuasive in its argument the case for
impeachment will be one of the most talked about political
books for the pathetic remainder of the bush presidency

Just the Facts
1997-12-01

the former us congresswoman offers the watergate
investigation as a model for the kind of open wide ranging
inquiry that she argues is necessary the new york review of
books elizabeth holtzman has been a principled leader and a
persistent voice for equality and accountability since she
became the youngest woman ever elected to congress in
1973 which she remained for forty two years but she saw
american democratic ideals and the rule of law in the united
states eroding under president trump and as a member of
the house judiciary committee that voted to impeach nixon
and one of the members of the homeland security advisory
council who resigned in protest of president donald trump s
policy of separating families at the border former
congresswoman holtzman knows of which she speaks the
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case for impeaching trump establishes the requirements for
impeachment as set out by the constitution and proves that
president trump s actions met those requirements holtzman
makes the definitive constitutional case that impeachment
was justified elizabeth holtzman has always been the first
and the bravest the smartest and most trusted she is the
expert we need to deal with an accidental president who got
there as a serial sexual harasser a candidate who lost the
popular vote and an unsuccessful businessman who was
born on third base and thinks he hit a home run now what
ask liz gloria steinem praise for elizabeth holtzman a forceful
advocate usa today considered one of the brightest stars in
new york city politics earning a reputation for intelligence
and honesty the washington post a watergate hero the new
republic a woman of integrity who lives by her principles
publishers weekly

The Case for Impeaching Trump
2018-11-12

read this book and learn how best to protect our democracy
tom steyer founder of need to impeach the reasons donald
trump must be impeached as per the founding fathers and
what you can do to help make that happen three veteran
constitutional attorneys say there s no way around it the
constitution demands that donald trump must be impeached
and in clear language using compelling logic rooted firmly in
the constitution they detail why the time to start is now not
in the indefinite future after criminal investigations have
ended in fact much of trump s impeachable conduct lies
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outside the scope of ongoing federal criminal investigations
citing charges such as accepting illegal payments from
foreign governments using government agencies to
persecute political enemies obstructing justice abusing the
pardon power and the undermining freedom of the press
they provide the factual and legal basis for eight articles of
impeachment in short they argue abuses threatening our
constitutional democracy should be dealt with by the remedy
that the constitution provides for a lawless authoritarian
president impeachment and an informed citizenry should be
part of the process after all they say impeachment is not a
constitutional crisis impeachment is the cure for a
constitutional crisis

The Constitution Demands It
2018-08-14

this is a fun gag book with blank pages for your democrat
friends who want donald trump impeached or for your
republican friends who want to make a point 6 x9 with a
glossy cover it can be used as a notebook

The Case for Impeaching Trump
2019-11-27

what is impeachment how does it work and why is it so
urgent and necessary to impeach donald trump in this book
celebrated supreme court lawyer and former acting solicitor
general neal katyal explains the principles of impeachment
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and why the current holder of the presidency has left the us
people with no choice but to remove him from office no one
is above the law this belief is fundamental to how the
american system of government is meant to function as
fundamental as life liberty and the pursuit of happiness held
sacred by democrats and republicans alike but as katyal
argues in impeach if president trump is not held accountable
for repeatedly asking foreign powers to interfere in the 2020
presidential election this could very well mark the end of us
democracy impeachment should always be a last resort
explains katyal but the founders core principles and the
constitution leave no choice but to impeach president trump
before it s too late

Impeach
2019

the new york times bestseller what is impeachment how
does it work and why is it so urgent to impeach donald trump
no one is above the law this belief is fundamental to how the
american system of government is meant to function as
fundamental as life liberty and the pursuit of happiness held
sacred by democrats and republicans alike but as celebrated
supreme court lawyer and former acting solicitor general
neal katyal argues in impeach if president trump is not held
accountable for repeatedly asking foreign powers to interfere
in the 2020 presidential election this could very well mark
the end of us democracy impeachment should always be a
last resort explains katyal but the founders core principles
and the constitution leave no choice but to impeach
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president trump before it s too late this clear and direct book
explains what impeachment is why it s in the u s constitution
and why donald trump has left congress and the american
people with no choice but to remove him from office

Journal of Proceedings of the Court
of Impeachment in the Case of
Josiah E. Hayes, Treasurer of State
1874

this book sets out and explores the case for a modernised
impeachment process for the united kingdom the work
examines the present law and history of impeachment in the
united kingdom which today is widely regarded as having
fallen into desuetude and its procedures inappropriate for
modern conditions it discusses how impeachment operates
in two countries the united states and denmark selected
respectively for their marked differences from and
similarities to the united kingdom s political and
constitutional system for the purposes of illumination and
possible lessons for a new impeachment process the book
seeks to provide a balanced and independent examination of
the case for this concluding that it would have a valuable
role to play in the future development of the united kingdom
s system of politics and government it concludes by setting
out a detailed model for the structure working and effect of
impeachment the book will be of interest to students
academics and policy makers working in the areas of
constitutional law and politics
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Impeach
2019-11-16

several books have argued a hypothetical case for
impeaching george w bush but congressman dennis kucinich
grabbed the bull by the horns and put forward 35 articles of
impeachment before congress in june 2008 this book
presents all of kucinich s articles along with supplementary
material that cannot be found in the congressional record
vincent bugliosi s best selling the prosecution of george w
bush for murder addresses only one of bush s crimes while
dennis kucinich s 35 articles of impeachment fully opens the
can of worms proving a case against dozens of executive
crimes

Accountability, Impeachment and
the Constitution
2022-06-16

from wednesday january 22 to friday january 24 2020 the
100 members of the united states senate became jurors and
listened to members of the united states house of
representatives present a case for the impeachment of
president donald j trump this book serves as a primary
source document of the case presented only the third in
american history
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The 35 Articles of Impeachment and
the Case for Prosecuting George W.
Bush
2008

a brilliant lawyer a new and very important book i would
encourage all people to read president donald j trump
absolutely amazing if you care about justice read this book
sean hannity maybe the question isn t what happened to
alan dershowitz maybe it s what happened to everyone else
politico alan dershowitz has been called one of the most
prominent and consistent defenders of civil liberties in
america by politico and the nation s most peripatetic civil
liberties lawyer and one of its most distinguished defenders
of individual rights by newsweek yet he has come under
partisan fire for applying those same principles to donald
trump during the course of his many appearances in national
media outlets as an expert resource on civil liberties and
constitutional law the case against removing trump seeks to
reorient the debate over impeachment to the same standard
that dershowitz has continued to uphold for decades the law
of the united states of america as established by the
constitution in the author s own words in the fervor to
impeach president trump his political enemies have ignored
the text of the constitution as a civil libertarian who voted
against trump i remind those who would impeach him not to
run roughshod over a document that has protected us all for
two and a quarter centuries in this case against
impeachment i make arguments similar to those i made
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against the impeachment of president bill clinton and that i
would be making had hillary clinton been elected and
republicans were seeking to impeach her impeachment and
removal of a president are not entirely political decisions by
congress every member takes an oath to uphold the
constitution of the united states and the constitution sets out
specific substantive criteria that must be met i am thrilled to
contribute to this important debate and especially that my
book will be so quickly available to readers so they can make
up their own minds

The Case Against President Donald
J. Trump
2020-01-26

an incisive legal argument that the attempt to impeach then
president bill clinton was not only ethically troubling but
actually against the basic legal procedures of the house and
senate and thus unconstitutional a wake up call relevant
even today of the lengths to which the american right will go
in order to bring down their rivals even under the scrutinizing
eyes of the world

The Case Against Impeaching Trump
2018-07-09

this document details the impeachment proceedings of south
korean president roh moo hyun it offers insights into the
legal and political intricacies of south korea s constitutional
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framework a pivotal moment in south korean governance the
case provides a unique lens into the nation s judicial
processes

The Case Against Lame Duck
Impeachment
2011-01-04

this brilliantly argued and wonderfully written collection by
twenty two of the best political analysts in the us analyzes
the extraordinary and unprecedented threat the white house
and its allies present to civil liberties civil rights the
constitution international law and the future of the planet
impeach the president unearths the stories behind election
fraud in 2000 and 2004 the overt lies used to justify pre
emptive war on iraq the extensive ongoing commission of
war crimes and torture the tragic failures in the lead up to
and aftermath of hurricane katrina and lesser known but
equally alarming offences of propaganda and disinformation
illegal spying environmental destruction and the violation of
the separation of church and state loo and phillips chillingly
reveal the full threat behind the radical right wing force that
has taken over the world s most powerful office

Impeachment of the President (Roh
Moo-hyun) Case
2020-12-08
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impeachment proceedings continued until early 1799 when
the senate dismissed the impeachment finding that senators
are not subject to the process

Impeach the President
2011-01-04

no detailed description available for the case for the central
powers

Journal of Proceedings of the Court
of Impeachment in the Case of
Josiah E. Hayes, Treasurer of State
1874

the democrats special impeachment counsel on the house
judiciary committee lays out president trump s shocking
pattern of betrayals lies and high crimes arguing articles of
impeachment to the ultimate judges the american people in
his behind the scenes account of the attempts to bring the
president to justice from filing the very first legal actions
against him through the mueller report to the turbulent
impeachment and trial to the president s ongoing
wrongdoing today norman eisen at the forefront of the battle
since the day of trump s inauguration pulls back the curtain
on the process he reveals ten proposed articles of
impeachment not just the two that were publicly tried all of
which he had a hand in drafting he then guides us through
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trump s lifelong instincts that have dictated his presidency a
cycle of abuse corruption and relentless obstruction of the
truth since taking the oath of office donald trump has been
on a spree of high crimes and misdemeanors using the
awesome power of the presidency for his own personal gain
at the expense of the american people he has inflamed our
divisions for his electoral benefit with flagrant disregard for
the constitution that makes us america each step of the way
he has lied incessantly including to cover up his crimes and
yet he remains in the country s highest office congress
federal and state prosecutors and courts have worked to
hold the president accountable for his myriad offenses with
some surprising successes and devastating failures eisen
who served as special counsel to the house judiciary
committee for trump s impeachment and trial presents the
case against trump anew eisen s gripping narrative and
rousing closing argument at turns revelatory insightful and
enraging will inspire our nation of judges history has proven
that this president s nefarious behavior will continue no
matter the crisis but as eisen s candid retelling affirms there
is an ultimate constitutional power that transcends the
president s a power that can and must defeat him if our
nation is to survive the verdict of the american people
remains in the balance it is time for us to act

The First Impeachment
1998

the politics of presidential impeachment takes a distinctive
and fresh look at the impeachment provision of the us
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constitution instead of studying it from a legal constitutional
perspective the authors use a social science approach
incorporating extensive case studies and quantitative
analysis focusing on four presidents who faced impeachment
processes andrew johnson richard nixon ronald reagan and
bill clinton they examine the conditions under which
presidential impeachment is likely to occur and argue that
partisanship and the evolving relationship between congress
and the president determine its effectiveness as an
institutional constraint they find that in our contemporary
political context the propensity of congress to utilize the
impeachment tool is more likely but given the state of
heightened partisanship impeachment is less likely to result
in removal of a president the authors conclude that
impeachment is no longer a credible threat and thus no
longer an effective tool in the arsenal of checks and balances
the book also offers a postscript that discusses the
impeachment of president donald j trump

The Case for the Central Powers
2020-10-26

the case to impeach and imprison joe biden is author mike
mccormick s eyewitness account from six years as joe biden
s white house stenographer traveling with him to ukraine and
honduras and many other countries during this assignment
he found the vice president buffoonish and unpresidential
mccormick who made national news in april 2023 by
revealing he submitted evidence to the fbi that would
impeach joe biden confirms that he was interviewed
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extensively about his knowledge of biden s corruption and
evil by investigators from the house oversight committee
and the senate homeland security governmental affairs
committee amazon com

A Case for the American People
2020-07-28

president obama must be removed from office and authority
as he violated his oath of office and ignored our constitution
as the supreme law of the land through congress he is
attempting to cancel our constitution and bill of rights as
being obsolete the president has run amuck his
unconstitutional behavior is beyond reason

The Politics of Presidential
Impeachment
2020-08-01

we still imagine ourselves a nation of laws not of men this is
not merely an article of faith but a bedrock principle of the
united states constitution our founding compact provides a
remedy against rulers supplanting the rule of law and
andrew c mccarthy makes a compelling case for using it the
authors of the constitution saw practical reasons to place
awesome powers in a single chief executive who could act
quickly and decisively in times of peril yet they well
understood that unchecked power in one person s hands
posed a serious threat to liberty the defining american
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imperative much of the debate at the philadelphia
convention therefore centered on how to stop a rogue
executive who became a law unto himself the framers vested
congress with two checks on presidential excess the power
of the purse and the power of impeachment they are potent
remedies and there are no others it is a straightforward
matter to establish that president obama has committed
high crimes and misdemeanors a term signifying
maladministration and abuses of power by holders of high
public trust but making the legal case is insufficient for
successful impeachment leading to removal from office
impeachment is a political matter and hinges on public
opinion in faithless execution mccarthy weighs the political
dynamics as he builds a case assembling a litany of abuses
that add up to one overarching offense the president s willful
violation of his solemn oath to execute the laws faithfully the
fundamental transformation he promised involves
concentrating power into his own hands by flouting law
statutes judicial rulings the constitution itself and essentially
daring the other branches of government to stop him
mccarthy contends that our elected representative are duty
bound to take up the dare

The Case to Impeach and Imprison
Joe Biden
2023

the complete riveting transcript of the historic case against
the president for igniting the january 6 siege of the capitol
prosecution of an insurrection is the complete riveting
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transcript of the historic case against president donald j
trump for igniting the january 6 siege of the capitol following
the norm shattering attempt by his followers to disrupt the
peaceful transfer of power the second impeachment trial of
the president seared a new lexicon into our collective
consciousness and marked a watershed moment in american
history the case presented to the senate by impeachment
managers from the house marked a bravura performance by
members of congress who were themselves the targets of
the rioters incited by the president only days earlier citizens
disturbed by the events of january 2021 and republican
attempts to rewrite history will find in these pages the most
authoritative record of one of our democracy s darkest hours
including the official articles of impeachment against the
president for incitement of an insurrection the response of
president trump to the articles of impeachment on behalf of
the house defense lawyers the complete trial transcript
including the full text of the arguments made by the house
representatives and the full text of the president s defense
headshots from the trial of all nine house impeachment
managers in action including lead manager representative
jamie raskin as well as all three house defense lawyers
photographs timelines and screenshots of tweets entered as
evidence as well as stills from the videos presented
prosecution of an insurrection preserves for posterity an
episode that ranks with the mccarthy hearings watergate
and the iran contra investigation for its importance in
american political history
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I Sued President Barack Obama
2010-06-01

baumgartner kada and thier contributors examine
presidential impeachment in such varied settings as the
united states russia colombia brazil venezuela the philippines
and madagascar in all of these countries there has been a
serious impeachment attempt within the past decade or so
the results of each impeachment attempt vary from
unnsuccessful attempts to those which were successful in
the latter case some resulted in presidents remaining in
office others in removal of the president and in one case the
forced resignation of a president the common framework of
each analysis includes a discussion of the historical and
constitional bases of the presidency the institutional balance
of power provisions for impeachment and the structure of
party politics in each country in addition the role that public
opinion plays in the process is discussed while broad the
framework permits comparison between the cases and some
general conclusions about all phases of the impeachment
process and executive accountability can be drawn one of
the most important conclusions is that contrary to popular
wisdom impeachment is most definitively not a strictly legal
process but rather one that is highly political from start to
finish as the volume makes clear it is most useful to view
impeachment by way of examining the intersection of
executive legislative relations partisan political conflict and
public opinion
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CASE FOR THE CENTRAL POWERS
2018

this brand new book by professor dershowitz is absolutely
amazing if you care about justice and the president with the
witch hunt you re going to want to read this book sean
hannity maybe the question isn t what happened to alan
dershowitz maybe it s what happened to everyone else
politico alan dershowitz has been called one of the most
prominent and consistent defenders of civil liberties in
america by politico and the nation s most peripatetic civil
liberties lawyer and one of its most distinguished defenders
of individual rights by newsweek yet he has come under
partisan fire for applying those same principles to donald
trump during the course of his many appearances in national
media outlets as an expert resource on civil and
constitutional law the case against impeaching trump seeks
to reorient the debate over impeachment to the same
standard that dershowitz has continued to uphold for
decades the law of the united states of america as
established by the constitution in the author s own words in
the fervor to impeach president trump his political enemies
have ignored the text of the constitution as a civil libertarian
who voted against trump i remind those who would impeach
him not to run roughshod over a document that has
protected us all for two and a quarter centuries in this case
against impeachment i make arguments similar to those i
made against the impeachment of president bill clinton and
that i would be making had hillary clinton been elected and
republicans were seeking to impeach her impeachment and
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removal of a president are not entirely political decisions by
congress every member takes an oath to uphold the
constitution of the united states and the constitution sets out
specific substantive criteria that must be met i am thrilled to
contribute to this important debate and especially that my
book will be so quickly available to readers so they can make
up their own minds

Faithless Execution
2014-06-03

excerpt from the case for the central powers an
impeachment of the versailles verdict care has been taken in
translating the work to verify the quotations from official and
other documents and to give the english official translations
wherever possible the latter are chiefly taken from the
collection of diplomatic documents relating to the outbreak
of war published by the foreign office an exception has been
made in the case of the telegrams exchanged between the
tsar and the emperor william which are given in the original
english in the german documents to which reference is made
where english translations exist of the various publica tions
referred to in the footnotes the titles are given in the
bibliography appended to this translation about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
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imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works

The Case for the Central Powers
1925

park geun hye was truly a political phenomenon she was
elected democratically twice chosen as the leader of her
party and served in the south korean legislature for over
fourteen years her countrymen dubbed her the queen of
elections for her successful leadership in winning her own
elections and steering her party to great electoral victories
yet in 2016 2017 she was impeached and subsequently
removed from office how did it happen how could it have
happened how why and with what justification was president
park south korea s first female president impeached and
removed from office in impeaching the impeachment peter
pyungwoo kim sets the record straight and provides a unique
insider s perspective on the legal procedural and political
issues involved in the lead up to south korea s impeachment
and the removal from office of its first female president few
can better answer these questions and explain the how the
impeachment came about than kim a well known and
respected korean attorney who served as one of the main
defense lawyers on park s legal team during her
impeachment trial before south korea s constitutional court
in this first book specifically devoted to the subject in english
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kim traces the historic case from the legislature s vote to
impeach park to the beginning of the trial in which he
defended her it is a cautionary tale a plea for justice and for
the rule of law and a fascinating description of an unfolding
political crisis that is of relevance to citizens of other
democratic nations

Journal of the Court for the Trial of
Impeachments
1868

new york times bestselling author one of america s most
respected legal scholars a democrat explains why
impeachment proceedings against donald trump would be a
bad idea for america in the 2018 new york times bestseller
the case against impeaching trump alan dershowitz
lamented how american political discourse has devolved into
hypocrisy and the criminalization of political differences in
the rush to impeach president trump arguments to impeach
trump failed dershowitz s shoe on the other foot test or his
political golden rule democrats must do unto republicans
what they would have republicans do unto them and vice
versa since then we ve only become more divided and the
impeachment power wielded by the democratic majority in
the house of representative threatens to further polarize the
country the case against the democratic house impeaching
trump includes and expands upon dershowitz s 2018 book it
puts recent political events including the hyper partisan
kavanaugh hearings the unrestrained power of the mueller
investigation and the generally intolerant current political
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discourse into context american democracy dershowitz
argues is suffering from political hypocrisy and two years of
impeachment proceedings brought by the house and the
media circus that would undoubtedly surround them is
clearly not the answer this book is alan dershowitz s plea for
honest dialogue for arguments that would be made even if
the shoe was on the other foot

Prosecution of an Insurrection
2022-01-04

is the process of political communications by the news media
and by parties responsible for civic malaise a virtuous circle
sets out to challenge the conventional wisdom that it is
based on a comparative examination of the role of the news
media and parties in postindustrial societies this study
argues that rather than mistakenly blaming the messenger
we need to understand and confront more deep rooted flaws
in the systems of representative democracy

The 35 Articles of Impeachment and
the Case for Prosecuting George W
2008

this landmark volume of specially commissioned original
contributions by top international scholars organizes the
issues and controversies of the rich and rapidly maturing
field of comparative constitutional law divided into sections
on constitutional design and redesign identity structure
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individual rights and state duties courts and constitutional
interpretation this comprehensive volume covers over 100
countries as well as a range of approaches to the boundaries
of constitutional law while some chapters reference the text
of legal instruments expressly labeled constitutional others
focus on the idea of entrenchment or take a more functional
approach challenging the current boundaries of the field the
contributors offer diverse perspectives cultural historical and
institutional as well as suggestions for future research a
unique and enlightening volume comparative constitutional
law is an essential resource for students and scholars of the
subject

Just the Facts - A Case for
Impeachment
1997-12-01

Checking Executive Power
2003-10-30

The Case Against Impeaching Trump
Autographed Edition
2018-07-09
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The Case for the Central Powers
2017-11-19

Impeaching the Impeachment
2019-11-15

A Case to Answer
2004

The Case Against the Democratic
House Impeaching Trump
2019-01-01
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